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1 Introduction

French nominalizations in -ion, -age and -ment can derive from constructed verbs(1).

(1) a. créoleN ‘Creole’→ créoliserV ‘to creolize’→ créolisationN ‘creolization’
b. planN ‘plan’→ planifierV ‘to plan’→ planificationN ‘planning’
c. jourN ‘gap/chink’→ ajourerV ‘to perforate’→ ajourationN ‘perforation’
d. cadreN ‘frame’→ encadrerV ‘to frame’→ encadrementN ‘framing’
e. goutteN ‘drop’→ égoutterV ‘to drain’→ égouttageN ‘draining’
f. freinN ‘brake’→ freinerV ‘to brake’→ freinageN ‘braking’

In such cases, the successive derivation schemes constitute a derivational family of triplets
(thus constituting a derivational paradigm in the sense of Bauer 1997 and Štekauer 2014) (2)
that consists of a verb constructed on a nominal or adjectival base either by affixation (suffixation
in -iser (1a), in -ifier (1b), prefixation in a- (1c), en- (1d), é- (1e), or by conversion (1f)), and of a
resulting nominalization in -ion, -age or -ment. These successive formations do not constitute a
case of double suffixation as previously discussed in cases of interfixation or affixal offset (Plénat
2005, Roché 2009) since each derivative carries a specific semantic value. They are not relevant to
the bracketing paradox (Pesetsky 1985, Sproat 1992, Spencer 1988, Harley 2010) either, because
the interpretations of the derivatives are in line with the morphological schemas they derive
from. They also do not constitute a case of parasynthetic formation because missing verbs often
eventually appear after the derived nominalization with the expected semantic interpretation.

(2) N / Adj→ V→ N-ion / N-age / N-ment

Although these formations are not a majority, they still represent a substantial proportion
of derivatives: 26.4% of the nouns in -ion, -age and -ment in VerNom (Missud et al. 2020) are
derived from a constructed verbal base (as assessed in Missud & Villoing 2020). Analyzing the
data revealed a certain proportion of coinages in -ion, -age and -ment for which the constructed
verbal base (denominal or deadjectival) does not appear in corpora or occurs at a very low
frequency (3).

(3) a. -ion: macbethN ‘Macbeth’→ macbethisationN ‘macbethization’ (°macbethiserV ‘to mac-
bethize’), translucideA ‘translucent’→ translucidationN ‘translucentation’ (transluciderV ‘to
make translucent’), disneylandN ‘Disneyland’→ disneylandificationN ‘disneylandification’
(disneylandifierV ‘to disneylandify’)
b. -age: bandeletteN ‘strip’ → bandelettageN ‘strip application’ (bandeletterV ‘to apply
strips’), bestof N ‘best-of’→ bestofageN ‘making a best-of’ (°bestoferV ‘to make a best-of’),
dofusN ‘Dofus (video game)’→ dofusageN ‘playing Dofus’ (°dofuserV ‘to play Dofus’)
c. -ment: stupideA ‘stupid’ → enstupidementN ‘making stupid’ (°enstupiderV ‘to make
stupid’), bruyèreN ‘heather’→ embruyèrementN ‘proliferation of heather’ (embruyérerV ‘to
proliferate heather’)

These rare or nonexistent verbs constitute the focus of our study; we hypothesize that such
nominalizations are formed directly on the base noun or adjective as the intermediate derivation



in the family of triplets (verb formation) is not lexicalized. The successive derivations of triplets
in (2) becomes (4).

(4) N / Adj (→ °V)→ N-ion / N-age / N-ment

The degree symbol (°) indicates that the verb is possible but not attested in corpora, as
previously used by French morphologists following D. Corbin. We analyze them as potential
words: as widely discussed in morphology, they are the conceptual (and not actual) result of
a productive rule (Booij 1977, Rainer 2012 for an extensive state-of-the-art). They are words
that have not been lexicalized, or even attested, but nonetheless seem perfectly acceptable as
they meet all the criteria that would make the rule derive them, while not interfering with an
already existing form with the same meaning. Although such words have been identified (but
not explained) by Roché (2007) and Lignon et al. (2014) in the case of -ion nominalizations, our
data show that it also concerns -age and -ment suffixations.

Thus, despite its absence or low frequency, the verb is perfectly identifiable and can be
easily interpreted. When looking at the corresponding -ion, -age or -ment nominalization, it is
identifiable in i) its form as the nominalization reveals the phonological form of the verbalizing
schema although the verb did not appear (3a), as well as in ii) its semantics - specifically in cases
of conversion which do not show any affix (3b).

The purpose of our research is to identify the conditions that allow such coinages. We will
show that a fundamental condition for these types of formations is that they correspond to a
derivational network – a stable and identifiable formal and semantic relation between two or
multiple lexemes, in the sense of Hathout (2011), Roché (2017), Bonami & Strnadová (2019),
Fradin (2020), that is very salient in the French lexicon (i.e. occurring more frequently that
expected in our data). The very high salience of such derivational network implies that some
member of a triplet does not necessarily have to be coined, or can be coined with a very low
frequency as previously shown (regarding other data) in Villoing & Namer (2012), Roché (2017).
However, if the triangular relation in the paradigmatic network is not salient or frequent enough,
then the direct derivation from noun/adjective to N-ion, N-age or N-ment is not possible and the
verbalization step is necessary.

2 Collecting the data

The data we used were first extracted from frCOW (Schäfer & Bildhauer 2012, Schäfer 2015),
a massive French web corpus consisting of 1.9 billion words. We collected every word tagged
as a noun ending in either -ion, -age or -ment, as well as all nouns and adjectives. As we were
looking for N-ion, N-age and N-ment for which no corresponding verb could be found, we first
deleted all nouns that were already included in VerNom (Missud et al. 2020), a lexical database
automatically constructed from frCOW consisting of verb-noun pairs and covering -ion, -age
and -ment suffixations. We kept N-ion, N-age, N-ment, other nouns and adjectives that were
not lemmatized in the distributed version of frCOW, hoping that we would find neologisms as
we hypothesized that newly-coined derivatives would be more likely to lack a corresponding
verb than lexicalized ones. The remaining nouns in -ion, -age and -ment were then matched
automatically with the other nouns and adjectives using regular expressions. As for morphological
matching, if the potential suffixed nouns differed from the base nouns and adjectives on the
formal level, they were expected to exclusively show signs of an -iser or -ifier suffixation or an
en-, é- or a- prefixation1. Otherwise, in the case of verb to noun conversion, only the last syllable
of the base noun could differ from the stem of the suffixed noun. In view of the large number of

1dé- prefixation was not taken into account as the confusion between deverbal dé- (as in boutonner ‘to button’→
déboutonner ‘to unbutton’) and denominal dé- (as in os ‘bone’ -> désosser ‘to bone’) required a time-consuming step of
manual annotation.



Description of the N-N pairs Number of items Number of selected triplets

Sample 1
30% of the pairs containing a noun in -ion
that shows signs of an -iser or -ifier suffixation,
a conversion, or an en-, é- or a- prefixation

918 186

Sample 2
30% of the pairs containing a noun in -age
that shows signs of an -iser or -ifier suffixation,
a conversion, or an en-, é- or a- prefixation

593 80

Sample 3
30% of the pairs containing a noun in -ment
that shows signs of an -iser or -ifier suffixation,
a conversion, or an en-, é- or a- prefixation

667 8

Table 1: Table 1: Extracted samples and selected triplets

pairs that were collected, we created 3 random samples that consisted of 30% of the pairs we
found for each of the nominalization schemas. The details are shown in Table 1.

For all the pairs in the samples above, as frCOW does not provide dates, we looked for the
suffixed noun using the Google search engine (strictly, using quotation marks) in order to find
their earliest date of attestation if the base noun or adjective was semantically related. Although
the method relies heavily on the web pages that Google allows users to access, this appeared to
be the most convenient way to look for attestation dates since it is still able to capture many book
release dates, news articles, forums and dictionaries. Some nouns that did not exist in Google’s
database were also searched on Twitter.

As we were looking for coinages, suffixed nouns that got more than 10 pages of results and that
appeared before 1950 were ignored. Otherwise, we looked for a corresponding verb (inflected or
not). In some cases, we also looked for spelling variants (for example: mickaeljacksoniser instead
of michaeljacksoniser). If the verb’s earliest attestation date was later than the noun’s according
to the search results, or if no verb could be found at all, we considered it as an unattested verb
and collected the base noun, the unattested verb and the suffixed noun as triplets2.

3 Results

The concrete evidence that these nominalizations lacking a corresponding attested verb belong
to salient paradigmatic networks in the French lexicon is reflected by the fact that the unattested
verbs that the nominalizations infer correspond to the schemas that -ion, -age and -ment prefer.
As previously shown in Missud & Villoing (2020), -ion, -age and -ment all display salient distinct
preferences when it comes to constructed base selection. -ion is by far the most specialized as it
strongly favors -iser verbs and is the one that selects -ifier verbs the most. It can also select a great
proportion of converted verbs. -age is less categorical although it strongly favors converted verbs,
as well as a significant proportion of the é- verbs of the data. While -ment is the one that has the
least salient preferences, it still shows a preference for en- verbs and converted verbs (although
converted verbs are mostly selected by -age). The proportions in Table 2 show the preferences
of -ion, -age and -ment when a verb is lacking (or attested later than the nominalization) in the
paradigm by dividing the number of occurrences of each cell by the total number of occurrences
of the data.

As shown in Table 2, nominalizations without verbs in -ion suppose the existence of an -iser
derived verb, as in the general case. The same applies to nouns in -age with no verb that suppose
a converted verb, and nouns in -ment that suppose a denominal verb in en-. What is striking
is that the more salient the preference is in the general case, the more it shows in cases where

2Note that the number of selected triplets containing a noun in -ment is extremely low compared to the number of
items initially collected: this is due to the fact that -ment coinages are rare, and most -ment nouns in the sample were
misspelled or taken from various Ancient and Middle French dictionaries on the web, which calls into question the
actual productivity of the suffix (as assessed in Missud et al. 2020).



-iser -ifier conversion a- en- é-
-ion 0.51 0.08 0.08 - - -
-age - - 0.27 - 0.01 -

-ment - - <0.01 - 0.02 -

Table 2: Proportions of infrequent verbs according to their construction for each verbalization
schema (division of each cell by the total)

no verb is attested. -ion is the only suffixation that can derive nouns in -is(ation) (51% of all
data) and -ifi(cation) (8%), -ment suffixation constructs en-X-ment nouns in most cases; only
one nominalization in -ment implying a converted verb was identified (zizi, ziziement→ °zizier’),
and the semantic relation between the members of this triplet is unclear (zizi can refer to an
onomatopoeia or a willy). -ion derives a similar proportion of -ification nouns and nouns linked
to an unattested converted verb (8% in both cases), which reflects a tendency for converted verbs
that was already identified in the general case and that might have been extrapolated because
of the higher proportion of unattested converted verbs that have been collected. Although é-
prefixed verbs were mostly represented amongst -age triplets in the general case, -age preference
for en- is reflected here as en-X-age represents 2% of the data. The strongest preference for
converted verbs is apparent as 27% of the data consist of -age nouns implying a converted verb.

The proportion of constructed verbs that the nominalizations select is a good indicator of
the salience of the derivational network, and subsequently of the potential nominalization that
lacks a corresponding verbal base. Inversely, nominalizations without a verb correctly predict
the preferred verbal bases that the nominalizations select in the general case. As a result, it
could be that the salience of such preferences also partially ensures the productivity of -ion, -age
and -ment: since the paradigmatic network is productive (e.g. N/A→ V-iser→ N-ion, or N/A→
converted verb→ N-age), shortcuts are allowed and nominalizations no longer need to wait for
the availability of a verb that corresponds to their preferences to be constructed; they can directly
select a noun or an adjective that fits morphologically and semantically.
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